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WELCOME ADDRESS
We welcome you to “The Cure for Desert Places Conferences
2015”. This conference is a yearly gathering of our family for an
eight (8) day intensive worship, teaching, fellowshipping and
impartation.
This conference is set to ignite the flame of revival and
reformation in some but for others, it is to sustain it for forward
movement and increase.
This conference ushers our family into our apostolic and
prophetic year. The theme for this conference and also for the
year 2016 is “TRANSFORMED TO TRANSFORM”.
Our initial mandate given to man by our heavenly father is to
replicate and multiply the garden of Eden (a prototype of
Heaven) till the enemy becomes homeless on earth (see
Genesis 1:26-28). Man lost the garden by giving his authority to
the enemy. Man can only carry out this mandate effectively by
fully submitting willingly to God, abiding in His presence and
taking instructions. Man having lost the mandate became a
wanderer and fugitive under the dictates of the enemy
(deceiver). But God is a master of drama; He sent the last Adam
(Jesus Christ) bringing to manifestation the redemption plan
that was instituted before the foundation of the world. Jesus

Christ reclaimed the authority that was stolen and gave it to us
(see Matthew 28:18-20) invariably commissioning us to go back
to the original in Genesis 1:26-28.
It is only transformed people that can transform and reform
society or the sphere of influence they find themselves. Being
transformed is not about more information but by “beholding
and becoming” (see 2 Corinthians 3:18) then we become
transformed into the likeness of God from within, this is true
transformation.
King David beheld God's glory in the backside of taking care of
sheep and he became truly a transformed man because he
operated from God's presence. He left the nation of Israel a
transformed nation.
In this conference, there would be main sessions and break-out
sessions (for all spheres of Influence of modern society). This
conference is geared to position us to truly be the “Gathered
and Scattered Church”.
We welcome you (family and guests) to “The Cure for Desert
Places Conference” once more.
Thank You!
Ben & Kay Akhigbe II
Lead Pastors
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THE MEMBERSHIP
PURPOSE OF FIRM FOUNDATION
The membership purpose of firm foundation meets the need for
fellowship as a family. Under this purpose we have the following:
OUR LIFE GROUP
are simply common concern, common calendar, common community,
common commitment and common crisis groups that meet at homes
and business areas simply to meet the goal of fellowship and
evangelism. Real life happens in these groups as each member is
encouraged to participate in the activities of the group. Meetings as
often very exciting as the members share the word, pray together,
have love feast, picnics, cook-outs, family day out, cinema shows,
puzzles and keep tab on each other. In our life groups; each member
feels real part of A CHURCH FAMILY, understand GOD'S WORD
BETTER, receives the ACCOUNTABILITY that they need to grow and
able to HANDLE STRESS better with support.
Some life group meets weekly, bi-monthly or keep tab via social media
across all locations within and outside Nigeria.
OUR FDA
it is the Firm Development Academy that currently runs in four levels.
100 level entails “Discovering your Church Family” where participants
are taught the rudiments for their Christian faith and what it means to

be a part of a church family, our Vision, Mission and why we do the
things we do. This class leads individuals to be baptized. 200level is the
“Spiritual maturity class” where participants are taught the four basic
habits for spiritual maturity. The 300 level is “Discovering my unique
identity” class. In this class the ‘SHAPE’ principle is adopted to guide
each participant to discovering their life purpose. Finally the 400 level
class where participants are launched out to their Mission field.
Each session of these classes hold once every two months. There is the
one day weekend stream, the four days (one month) weekday stream
at all our locations.
OUR LOVE AND LIFE
This is the coaching school for people in a dating relationship or about
to get married. Here we groom healthy individuals for functional
families for a functional society. The couples are taken through 10
specialized courses/therapy, and also introduced to the inner healing
coaching school with Kay Akhigbe II. We run four sessions of the school
yearly that is every quarter across all our locations. We are also
currently preparing an online coaching session for the school where
individuals in a dating relationship can participate from anywhere in the
world.
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THE MEMBERSHIP
PURPOSE OF FIRM FOUNDATION
OUR MEN OF HONOUR
This is closed session meeting with the men (married and single) with
Benson Akhigbe II. It’s a Mentoring session with men to spur to step
into their destiny and spiritual role that God has called them into. These
meetings hold every 2 Months, the 2nd Saturday.
OUR WOMEN CHANGE ENGINEERS
This is an interactive platform hosted quarterly across all locations to
raise women who want to make changes in their homes, church,
societies and in their spheres of influence both physically and
spiritually.
For dates and more info on inside membership, goto
www.firmfoundationng.org, call: 07043987772, or
email: membership@firmfoundationng.org

MINISTRY, TRANSFORMATION
AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
The Ministry Transformation and Development Center is the
directorate which caters for the people who have given their time and
talent to build up the Firm Foundation family. Like the Civil service
Commission the MTDC is in charge of interviewing, recruiting,
placement of staff and assisting in developing new service groups in
Firm Foundation.
We help people in discovering their unique SHAPE an acronym that
stands for Spiritual gifts, Heart, Abilities, Personality and Experiences
and assist them in finding their niche by unlocking their God given
potential thereby experiencing the joy of being what they were created
to be.
We also help to build individuals spiritual emotional and ministry
capacity by providing sound Godly counsel and inner healing.
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FIRM TRAINING SYSTEM

DIRECTORATE OF MATURITY/TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT

The Training and Development unit of the Directorate of Maturity
consists of the various sub units.
FIRM DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY (FDA)
Overview
Firm Development Academy (FDA) is a catalyst to help members take
the next step in their spiritual journey. It is our goal to develop worldclass believers who will be outstanding in the world by seeking to serve
and transform nations. This is why we take every participant through
an introductory Inner Healing and Transformation Session with
experienced coaches and counsellors that leads them to the next phase
that has four different levels about the various aspects of church-life.
There are different levels in this school and are listed as follows:

1

Membership School (100 Level)
This basic introduction to our church family is designed to clearly
explain who and what Firm Foundation is. Students will learn about our
beliefs on salvation, our statements, and our church's strategy and
structure. They will also hear about the history of our church, how the
five biblical purposes are necessary to fulfilling God's calling for their
lives, and the plans for the future of Firm Foundation. At the end of
class, students will be given the opportunity to decide whether to

complete the membership process by filling out and signing the
membership covenant.
Maturity School (200 Level)
Class 201 will help students develop the habits they need to jump-start
their spiritual growth and become more like Jesus. It will give them an
overview of the four basic spiritual habits every Christian needs in order
to grow: daily time in God's word, prayer, tithing, and fellowship.
Maturity School (200 Level)
Class 201 will help students develop the habits they need to jump-start
their spiritual growth and become more like Jesus. It will give them an
overview of the four basic spiritual habits every Christian needs in order
to grow: daily time in God's word, prayer, tithing, and fellowship.
Ministry School (300 Level)
God created everyone with special gifts intended for his purposes.
God didn't design ministry for just a few – he made each one of us a
minister. At the 300 level, students will learn how God can use their
Spiritual Gifts, Heart, Abilities, Personality, and Experiences (S.H.A.P.E.)
to minister to the needs of others.

2

3
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FIRM TRAINING SYSTEM
4

DIRECTORATE OF MATURITY/TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT

Missions School (400 Level)
In 400 level, students will discover their life mission and how they can
partner with God to reach out to the world. This class will help students:
Ÿ Develop a personal perspective of the Gospel message

atmosphere and are manifest in our worship, ministry and relationships
with each other. Everything is connected to the presence of God.
Rather than an emphasis on theory only, application and experience of
truths and material are highlighted and encouraged at ASSRT.

Ÿ Develop their personal story of how God has worked in their life
Ÿ Build confidence in sharing their story
Ÿ Understand the I.D.E.A.S. Plan and how they can begin to be a part

of it.

ADULLAM SCHOOL
OF SUPERNATURAL REFORMATION
& TRANSFORMATION (ASSRT)
Adullam School of Supernatural Reformation & Transformation
(ASSRT) is a Holy Spirit-driven ministry school where participants learn
how to live in the Kingdom of God and extend its borders to the eight
spheres of influence through a supernatural lifestyle. The atmosphere
of the school is built around the presence of God. An entire culture is
lived out day after day with worship as a primary expression. The 12
Revival Sustaining Cultures are centre-stage. These values define our

The list below is an overview of the courses offered at ASSRT. This
listing is more of a guide and is subject to change at the Holy Spirit's
direction. ASSRT does not have a set schedule as to when courses will
be taught, and subjects may be taught for any length of time. Each
module and each batch will be different as the Holy Spirit leads into new
realms of revelation and emphasis.
The school is divided into the Foundation and Advanced. The
Foundation Programme is the School of Ministry which is a basic
introduction, while the Advanced Programme is broken down
according to the Eight Spheres of Influence or Mountains and specific
practical teachings are administered to the students.
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FIRM TRAINING SYSTEM

DIRECTORATE OF MATURITY/TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT TEAM (CDT)
Curriculum is Firm Foundation's map through the process of
discipleship, providing disciples, new and old, with the means to
continue on their way toward Christlikeness. The CDT is positioned to
provide the pathway for believers to grow towards Christian
maturity. What do believers have to know, experience, and be able to
do so as to mature? What do they need along the way to guarantee
their continued spiritual growth? With whom should they travel in
the journey of faith?

OrbitFM

We are dedicated to bringing you information and
entertainment that will educate, inspire and transform
you.

It is often said that Media is more about bad news and what's wrong
with society but we at Orbitfm subscribe to Media as a tool for
cultural reformation and transformation and wholesome lifestyle.
OrbitFM delivers information and entrainment that is both
transformational and entertaining for humanity regardless of your
age, colour, race or creed.

Some of the projects the CDT is working on are:
Ÿ Training schools manuals
Ÿ Life Group discussion guides (published every week)

Our Vision
To become the most influential channel that culture the values and
Belief systems of Nations.

Ÿ Short courses outline
Ÿ Books, etc.

ORBITFM.COM.NG

AN INTERNET RADIO

OrbitFM is an African online real time Radio Station based in Benin
City, Nigeria.

Our Mission
Building a value and belief system that is whole and free through
digital media technology and dynamic information and
entertainment.
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ORBITFM.COM.NG

AN INTERNET RADIO

Our ore Purpose:
We exist to culture a new set of values and belief's system for a whole
and free humanity.
Our Core Values
Excellence: Courageous Creativity
Professionalism: Service at the Highest Level of Expertise
Integrity: Consistent Lifestyle
Relationship: Building and Managing Significant Relationships
Passion: Unflinching Commitment to our Vision and Mission
TARGET AUDIENCE
Demographic:
From Adult to Children (Male and female) No age limit.
Techno-graphic:
Internet and technology savvy, interactive and adaptive.
Psychographics:
Trendy, Social, Hip and Intelligent.
CONTENT
Orbitfm offers programs covering Politics and Government, Business
and Economy, Arts, Culture and Entertainment, Media, Education,
Science and Technology Family and Religion. Our program contents

are transformational, educative, trendy, inspirational, entertaining
and very interactive.
ORBIT CONTACT
OrbitFM: 2348125991618
Whatsapp: 2348125991618
Facebook: www.facebook.com/myorbitfm
Twitter: @myorbitfm
HOW TO TUNE IN
OrbitFM can be accessed from anywhere around the world by
logging on to www.orbitfm.com.ng with any internet enabled
devices - Laptops, PCs, as well as all mobiles smartphones and tablets.
VISIONARY TEAM
With a dedicated team of On-Air Personalities (OAPs), DJs, Editors,
journalists and other professionals and a growing listenership
across the world, orbitfm is set on a journey of fulfilling its vision
and mission.
ADVERTISE YOUR PRODUCT AND SERVICES
You can advertise your products and services using the orbit
website, social media pages and the orbit online radio…With a
growing audience base all over the world, our coverage is limitless.
Contact us today.
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LIVING YOUR DREAMS INITIATIVE
This a non-governmental organization from our church, Firm
Foundation, saddled with the responsibility of building functional
families and healthy individuals. Since our inception, we have run
several relationship seminars and rehabilitation programs for street
children. Below is our Vision and Mission statements:

CONFERENCES AND CAMPAIGNS
On this platform, we organize healthy relationship seminars for young
men and women where we equip them with relational tools to enable
them build healthy and better relationships with their bosses, spouse,
siblings and the society in general.

VISION STATEMENT - Our vision is a society where every family is
functional and every child's right is protected
MISSION STATEMENT - TO equip men and women with healthy or
godly relationship skills and services for child protection and social
development.
Our Organization is divided into THREE major segments:
Ÿ Child Development
Ÿ Inner Healing and Transformation school
Ÿ Conferences and Campaigns

We also have our Women Empowerment campaign which we have
tagged “Treat Her like a Lady, Give the Man what He wants”. This is
our Girls conference platform where we help women make healthy
decisions and also receive healing from past hurts and pains.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
We run a program for street children in Benin City, Edo State. We have
successfully had three (3) batches; the third batch is currently being
reintegrated with their families. All of this is made possible by our
generous partners in Firm Foundation.

To join us in this movement, please sign up today.
Website: www.livingyourdreamsng.org
Phone numbers: 08051028787, 07069696499, 08186688844
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INNER HEALING AND TRANSFORMATION SCHOOL
The goal of this school is to make people experience freedom, their eyes
opened to receive revelations of the father’s love for them. Nobody can
fully receive love or give love until the past hurts are dealt with,
strongholds (bondages) broken and grounds taken back from the
enemy. Until the heart is healed and made whole, a person cannot fully
love or be loved. This is achieved through the inner healing and
transformation ministries by which we care for the happenings in your
hearts.
Our eighteen (18) sessions will help you identify and resolve your
spiritual and emotional issues by the wisdom of the word and the Spirit.
It is an encounter with God that brings transformation.
Some people continually see themselves struggle over some
overwhelming issues. Their view of life and God has been tainted by the
wounds of the past. Some others are clueless on what to do about these
issues,(especially the ones that seem to repeat itself). Although they
smile on the outside to project an exterior that says “I am okay”
however majority are dying on the inside. On the other hand, some
others have identified why they react the way they do, but so often,
their responses in these areas seem to be a mystery. There is always a
reason why people react or respond the way they do. The reason we go
through these sessions is to identify the root issues, wounds, and

stronghold or abuse issues that cause these reactions.
We take those who want to be honestly free from their pain and
bondage through this program.
During the sessions, you are expected to fill out the worksheet, after
which we might schedule a time to meet together in order to complete
the cycle. Participants usually leave these sessions with personal
freedom, restoration of marriages and family, healing of hurts and
relational issues, restoration of love, peace, hope to their hearts and
renewal of faith.
Join the next session of this school today…
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SECURE THE FUTURE INITIATIVE
This is a signature ministry of Firm Foundation, saddled with the
responsibility of national transformation, reformation, and
development with an expected outcome of transformational
leadership, entrepreneurial development, wealth creation and
sustenance across the nations of the world. The aim of this
organization is to see a new set of belief system in the eight (8)
mountains of the society. We know that a new set of belief system
brings about a new skill set and tool set
VISION STATEMENT - A nation where every man and woman is
making a difference for transformation, reformation and
development.
MISSION STATEMENT - To equip men and women with belief
systems and services for total transformation, reformation and
development.
Our Organization is divided into FOUR major segments:
Ÿ Market Place Influencers (MPI)
Ÿ The Reposition Transformational Leadership Summit
Ÿ Money, Sex & Power Campus Outreach (MSP)
Ÿ Secure The Future Clubs

MARKET PLACE INFLUENCERS (MPI)
MPI is designed to function as a space shuttle i.e. a mission vehicle
designed to encourage professionals and entrepreneurs to function
as credible leaders strategically placed to take over their various
spheres of influence in the society. The MPI interactive meetings are
held twice yearly, in Benin City and other major cities in Nigeria as
identified.
THE REPOSITION TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
This is a spiritual transformational leadership summit that provides a
platform where participants are equipped with the superior ideas and
information that is most needed now for the betterment of our
society. The summit focuses on teaching the participants on how to
take the mountains and take care of society for God. This summit
holds on October 1st yearly.
MONEY, SEX & POWER CAMPUS OUTREACH (MSP)
This platform repositions youth to become productive assert in the
society. This outreach already has strong presence in 6 campuses
within three states in Nigeria, (Abuja, Edo and Delta) and will continue
to engage more campuses as access is granted. The Reposition
Networks the Reposition networks are teams we set up in campuses
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at the end of each MSP campaign. These networks serve as national
transformation, reformation and development ambassadors in their
various campuses to ensure continuity.
SECURE THE FUTURE CLUBS
This is our program for secondary school students in our society. It is
packaged to influence the belief system of the participants to begin
thinking and taking actions that will result in national transformation,
reformation and development everywhere they find themselves. .

DREAMS
CONCERT
26-12-2015

TO

3.0
THANKSGIVING
06-12-2015

25-03-2016
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FIRM FOUNDATION PASTORATE
Charles Ekhosuehi
Pastoral Relations/Sapele
Road-Obe Area Pastor

Nusie Adeleye
Pastor, Lekki Location

Josephine Nkama
Pastor, Garki Location

Ivie Akere
Administrative Pastor
Young Firm Assembly

Derek Imunmhon
Head, Broadcast and
Comm./Oko-Irhirhi Area Pastor

Anwuli Anwansedo
Supervising Pastor, Ministry
Transformation and Dev. Center
Mercy Amedu
General Manager,
Living Your Dreams Initiative

Kanayo Ekwemuka
Supervising Pastor, Membership
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FIRM FOUNDATION PASTORATE
Pamela Evi-Parker
Supervising Pastor,
Young Firm Assembly

Praise AJor
Location Pastor,
Upper Sokponba Location

Tonnie Ekilisie-Uzor
South East Regional Pastor

John-Divine Nkama
North East & West Regional Pastor

Joy Ekilisie-Uzor
Pastor, Ikpoba Hill Location

Feyishayo Jackson
South West Regional Pastor

Ifeanyi Johnson
Pastor, Ugbowo Location

Enoma Ekhosuehi
Pastoral Relations and
Special Duties
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FIRM FOUNDATION PASTORATE

Clement Amedu
Supervising Pastor, Magnification

Simon Labaran
Supervising Pastor
Evangelism/Ugbor Area Pastor

Derek Ahamioje
Location Pastor, Siluko Location

Ebube Azinge
Associate Pastor, Missions, /Etete
Area Pastor, Benin

Felix Nkama
Head, Physical Resource Mgmt.
& GRA Central Area Pastor

Reinen Ogendegbe
Location Pastor, Vitoria-Gasteiz,
Spain Location

Emmanuel Osunkwor
Location Pastor, Ugbowo Location

Joseph Evi-Parker
Supervising Pastor,
Maturity/Ekewan Area Pastor
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FIRM FOUNDATION PASTORATE
Emmanuel Igunbor
Coordinating Pastor,
Future House

Wendy Mbanefo
Pastor, Garki Location

Peter Igbogo
South-South Regional Pastor

Ola Abidoye
Pastor, Garki Location, Abuja

Patience Abidoye
Pastor GRA, Location

Ighiwiyisi Ogie
Head, Stewardship

Sylvia Ogendegbe
Pastor, Vitoria-Gasteiz,
Spain
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MEET THE SPEAKERS
BENSON AKHIGBE II is a dynamic leader, people developer and a strong believer in taking responsibility for the change we want to see. His wealth of experience in
banking and little stint in the academia prompted the establishment of ADULLAM MANIFEST CONSULTING, with core competencies in the life skills, personal
development and leadership.
He is the visionary of THE REPOSITION, a transformational leadership campaign hosted biannually. Ben is the host of the daily inspirational/motivational Manifest
Radio Broadcast on Rhythm 93:7FM Benin & Vibes 97.3FM. He has also authored books which include, 'Different Thinking', 'Take Charge!' and ‘Advancing Your
Career'.
Ben and his wife, Kay, are the lead pastors of FIRM FOUNDATION, a life development church in Benin City, Nigeria.

LAWRENCE ACHUDUME is the Host of 'The Executive', a forum where he teaches business executives and directors of companies, wisdom nuggets. He is the host
of 'It's a New Day', an ever-soul winning radio program. Lawrence has a passion to see men & women enjoy their homes and not endure it.
He is the Senior Pastor of Victory Life Bible Church Int'l. An exciting and respected minister who is married to Rev. Fola Achudume. They are blessed with three
lovely children.
An identity crisis prevention manager, a family therapist, a global awakening certified soul care and deliverance specialist, a life development crackerjack, a spiritual
mother to many and humor is the rare blend that comes to mind when you hear the name Kay Benson Akhigbe II. A strong advocate for a society where every family
is functional and every child's right is protected. A strong voice against gender based violence and a passionate youth empowerment specialist who influences
people to live a healthy purpose driven life. Kay addresses critical life and revolutionary issues about the family life and wholesome entertainment media. This
strategist believes that what you become on your way to meeting life's goal is more important than the goal itself.
The Chief Responsibility Officer (CRO) of Living Your Dreams Initiative (LYDi) and Secure the Future Initiative respectively. These are faith based organizations that
work in several rural communities, secondary schools, campuses and slums for the betterment of children, women and youths across the world for the betterment of
mankind. These organizations addresses issues across several mountains respectively. No wonder it has at his head the versatile leadership of Kay
The Executive Producer, of Living Your Dreams television broadcast, a weekly family enrichment program on soul care and transformation. The C.E.O. of living your
dreams family institute that has brought transformation to many families through their soul care and relationship course.
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MEET THE SPEAKERS
A unique servant of God anointed and equipped for the end time harvest. A pastor and a passionate minister who preaches the word of God in a practical and
illustrative way.
Rev. Fola is a woman that has burden to see women of all ages and class fulfill destiny and be happy in life. This burden has taken her to the nations of the world, and
has given birth to various missions and programmes. She is the president of Victory women International (the women arm of the church), she is the convener of Royal
Ladies International, an interdenominational programme for ladies all over the world.
She is the popular host of the radio and television programme “Royal Ladies.” She is also the founder of Royal Girls home, where abused ladies are rehabilitated and
transformed to affect the society positively. She also has a mentoring institute for Ladies, Gemame mentoring school.
She has passion for rural evangelism and is also a church planter.
She has authored several books and is married to Apostle Lawrence Achudume, the senior pastor of Victory Life Bible Church.
They live in Abeokuta with their three children, Tobiloba, Feyisara and David.

An Economist by profession, a former lecturer in Economics and Senior Researcher in Agricultural Economics for several years, Abu Bako, as he prefers to be known,
is primarily a people-builder, a specialist in training, equipping and developing quality leaders at all levels of public life, in all the 8 gates of society.
A pioneer and ground breaker in many areas, Abu Bako is bold to challenge the things that have become norms in the Body by putting them up against the Truth
of God's word and if they don't measure up he initiates reform, renewal and transformation where it is needed.
He is the Founding President and International Coordinator of the Logos-Rhema Foundation for Leadership Resource Development, a Christocentric,
Multidisciplinary Civil Society Organisation and GAPNET (Global Apostolic and Prophetic Network) a movement of Apostolic and Prophetic ministers, ministries and
networks. Both are NGO's, multi-faceted and multi-dimensional in nature, both are global in their reach, and both are kingdom-centred, focused and driven.

In his early years, he developed a rather uncommon interest for jazz music and began listening, imitating and playing to the music of. Louis Armstrong, Miles Davies,
Clifford Brown, Charlie Parker, Stan Getz and Kirk Whalum, Phil Driscoll, Hugh Masakela and other Jazz luminaries.
Nathaniel's debut album Elohim was recorded and mixed in Cape Town, South Africa in the year 2008. It has been described as a spiritual and Artistic masterpiece
with the hit track “Someone's knocking at the door” a soft-rock tune currently generating so much interest locally and internationally. He writes, sings and produces
his own music and records with diverse groups of musicians.
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MEET THE SPEAKERS
George Bryan Irabor is the Senior Pastor of the Fountain of Grace Church in Massachusetts, USA. Pastor George is known for his compassionate father's heart and his
insatiable passion for prayer and intercession.
In 2006, the Lord spoke to Pastor George to plant Fountain of Grace Church, which started with six people in the city of Dedham, Massachusetts. Presently about
500 member strong and growing, it is now one church in three locations. It is headquartered in Canton, Massachusetts, with
branches in Worcester and Lynn, Massachusetts. The vision is to fulfill the Great Commission and to impact the totality of man to be all God created him to be. He has
also authored two great books 'Elements of Positive Prayers' and 'Dreams & Visions; the power of possibilities.'

Deji Irawo is a Kingdom ambassador, technocrat and resource person. Over the last 20 years, Deji has worked on various media, capacity building, youth
development and entertainment projects. Deji was a member of the pioneering creative/production team of such media projects such as Star FM, Dove Media, HITV
and most recently, Africa's leading gospel inspired safe entertainment and lifestyle TV brand, X2D, where he is the Chief Responsibility Officer. His passion for
capacity building and youth development has made him a resource person for various initiatives like Strategy for Mentoring Initiatives and Leadership
Empowerment (SMILE), Let the Artiste Prophesy (LAP), Men Involvement Group (Violence against Women) and many others. His passion is to see Kingdom minded
technocrats effectively take over all the mountains of influence.
Deji also co-ordinates "Worship Collective", a network of worship ministers from across Nigeria and he's presently a male resource person for the family segment of
the Saturday morning show on radio, Continental 102.3 FM, Lagos.
Deji's latest project is the Confident Relationship for Men (CR4Men) initiative, a strategic resource community for men with the aim of raising God fearing successful
husbands, fathers and friends. Deji is married to his "babe", Esther and they have two children, Oluwalonimi and Kinfeosioluwa.

Tonnie Ekilisie-Uzor is a worshipper, artist, public speaker, church planter. He has over twenty years of Pastoral experience and has served in almost every ministry
capacity at Firm Foundation. He is passionate about leadership development and personal transformation.
He is a top facilitator at the Adullam School of Supuernatural Reformation and Transformation. Tonnie Ekilisie-Uzor is married with two handsome boys.
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BREAKOUT SESSION
SPHERE OF INFLUENCE

TOPIC

FACILITATOR

FAMILY

REDISCOVERING THE PLACE OF FAMILY
IN CULTURAL TRANSFORMATION

KAY BENSON-AKHIGBE II

GOVERNMENT & POLITICS

ULTIMATE POLITICS & GOVERNANCE

DR ABU BAKO

BUSINESS & ECONOMY

THE POWER OF BUSINESS TO
TRANSFORM SOCIETY

MATTHEW OKPEBHOLO

ARTS/CULTURE & ENTERTAINMENT

ARTISTS & CULTURALISTS AT THE
FRONTLINE OF REVIVAL AND
REFORMATION

NATHANIEL BASSEY

EDUCATION

SPEARHEADING AN EDUCATIONAL
TRANSFORMATION

BENSON AKHIGBE II

BELIEF SYSTEMS

UNLEASHING THE PEOPLE OF GOD FOR
GLOBAL TRANSFORMATION

DR ABU BAKO

PASTORS & CHURCH LEADERS

IGNITING A CULTURE OF
MULTIPLICATION

LAWRENCE ACHUDUME

MEDIA

CREATING A TRANSFORMATION AGENDA DEJI IRAWO
THROUGH MEDIA
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Family
A father of the fatherless, a defender of widows, Is God in His holy
habitation, God sets the solitary in families; He brings out those who
are bound into prosperity (Psalm 68: 5-6).
"Behold, I will send you Elijah, the prophet, before the great and dreadful
day of the Lord, and he will turn the hearts of the fathers to the children,
and the hearts of the children to their fathers, Lest, I come and strike the
earth with a curse" (Malachi 4:5-6).
We live today among unprecedented family breakdown that has caused
unprecedented social and physical ills. Many diseases can be attributed
to unloving parents. That means that some level of deep unhappiness
weakens the immune system and makes room for a "dis ease"-a physical
manifestation of an "ease" that is missing. The number one cause of
emotional trauma is a dysfunctional family foundation.
God formed them male and female in order to establish families to reflect
His glory. Join Kay Benson-Akhigbe II, a shining champion in the building
of healthy families for a healthy society, in her discussion on
Rediscovering the Place of Family in Cultural Transformation. May we
restore Christ as the head of our families.

Government & Politics
"For unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son is given; And the
government will be upon His shoulder, and His name will be

called Wonderful, Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting
Father, Prince of Peace. Of the increase of His government
and peace there will be no end, upon the throne of David
and over His kingdom, to order it and establish it with
judgment and justice. From that time and forever the zeal of
the Lord will perform this" (Isaiah 9:6-7).
"When the righteous are in authority, the people rejoice, but
when a wicked man rules, the people groan" (Proverbs 29:2).
Government can have many applications, as there is
government in many, many arenas. For our purposes, we
are considering the political institutions that rule a land.
They administrate civil righteousness and justice at multiple
levels. Though it's a widespread field that extends far, the
top of the mountain is occupied by a relatively small handful
of people. In Nigeria, the president is the physical person at
the top of the mountain, with senators, representatives,
chief justices, ministers, permanent secretaries and others
also high on our national mountain.
The Mountain of Government, or Politics, is a mountain that
the Lord is beginning to position His children to invade and
take. For too long, the church had prohibited people from
being involved with politics because of the corruption that
always seems to infect it. The reason politics are considered
"of the devil, of course, is because we have abandoned this
mountain to him. Join Dr. Abu Bako is a lightening discussion
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Ultimate Politics and Governance as we begin to position
Believers to reclaim this very important mountain.
Business & Economy
Remember the Lord your God, for it is He who gives you the
ability to produce wealth (Deuteronomy 8.18).
And let the beauty of the Lord our God be upon us, And
establish the work of our hands for us; Yes, establish the work
of our hands (Ps 90:17).
God made man steward of the whole earth and commanded
him to rule over it (Genesis 1). God also created man in His
image, so man has amazing creativity. Man can apply that
creativity in developing the earth to support the billions of
people that resulted from God's mandate to be fruitful and
multiply. Much of the development needed to support the
earth's population comes through business.
Business is first and foremost about people-personal
development and interpersonal interactions and
relationships. Man was created to work and feels most
fulfilled when he has done a good job. In today's economy,
few people work alone. Business thrusts people together-employees working together and with suppliers to create
products and services, and interacting with customers from
product concept to delivery. Deadlines, budget crunches,
and technical problems create pressures that test character

and relationships. The kingdom business person has ample
opportunity to "live the gospel" in these situations. So where
are the kingdom businesses? These and more are what
Matthew Okpebholo, an established kingdom entrepreneur
and philanthropist will be discussing in his session, The Power
of Business to Transform Society.
Arts/Culture & Entertainment
Moreover David and the captains of the army separated for
the service some of the sons of Asaph . . . who should
prophesy with harps, stringed instruments and cymbals (1
Chronicles 25:1).
There is nothing better for a man than to eat and drink and
tell himself that his labor is good. This is from the hand of God.
For who can eat and who can have enjoyment without Him?
(Ecclesiastes 2.24).
"Nevertheless I have a few things against you, because you
allow that woman Jezebel, who calls herself a prophetess, to
teach and seduce my servants" (Revelation 2:20).
Even among ancient cultures, art was a form of
communication used to convey a message that would
actually help set the course of that culture. You can tell where
a culture is headed by its art. Art prophesies for good or for
evil. It was no coincidence that the Nazis were so devoted to
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art, and that Hitler always fashioned himself as an artist. It was
the music of Wagner that was used to mesmerize the people
and help fuel the Nazi frenzy toward its diabolical and tragic
purposes. The music we listen to sows into our souls and can
set the course of our lives for good or evil.
Art has also been a basic form of worship. Art is a powerful
media that can lead to the worship of something or someone.
Art can have the power to capture the attention, imagination,
and hearts of people. It has actually been more effective in
directing the nations than armies or weapons. This is why
kingdom artists must begin to rise up to bring the culture of
heaven to earth. A modern-day minstrel, Nathaniel Bassey,
joins us as he leads the discussion on Artists & Culturalists at
the Frontline of Revival and Reformation.
Arts and Entertainment should reflect the glory and majesty
of our Creator. May we be instruments to celebrate His
creativity in the arts, music, sports, fashion, entertainment,
and every other way we celebrate and enjoy life.
Education
Say to wisdom, "You are my sister," and call understanding
your kinsman. (Proverbs 7.4).
Train up a child in the way that he should go, and when he is
old he will not depart from it (Proverbs 22:6).

And I have filled him with the Spirit of God, in wisdom, in
understanding, in knowledge, and in all manner of
workmanship, to design artistic works, to work in gold, in
silver, in bronze, in cutting jewels for setting, in carving wood,
and to work in all manner of workmanship (Ex 31:3-5).
The educational system in our world needs a revival and a
revolutionary movement. The Mountain of Education
extends beyond the “black board”. The history of our
educational system has its roots firmly planted in the Word of
God. Originally, we were taught that everything must revolve
around our Creator to be successful in life. It was after the
initial study of the Word that reading, math, and science
followed. As the years have passed the enemy has crept into
this area of influence using such tools as humanism and
atheism and has taken dominion over this mountain. Today
humanism and atheism are taught daily in our educational
system and consequently is molding the minds of the learner
as opposed to the Word of God.
Our assignment in the 21st century is to reclaim this mountain
by placing the creative thinking, strategies, and influence back
into the hands of the creative people of God. The training up of
a child begins the process of building a Godly creative mind.
Join transformation agent, Benson Akhigbe II for a session
called Spearheading an Educational Transformation for
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strategies in reclaiming this mountain.

Religion/Belief Systems

The Church is often referred to as an institution instead of a
people who love and serve society for the purpose of
Wisdom is a shelter as money is a shelter, but the advantage influencing culture. We've reduced the "Church" to a place
of knowledge is this: Wisdom preserves those who have it. where we go on Sunday instead of a people that IS the Church
spread throughout the marketplace daily. People either
(Ecclesiastes 7:10).
worship in spirit and truth, or they settle for religious ritual on
It has frequently happened in the history of the church that the church mountain.
Christians, fearful of the influence of a secular and hostile
culture, closed themselves off from that culture and sought For too long the mountain of religion is the only mountain
their strength in isolation and inwardness. That temptation is that the body of Christ has been familiar with or concentrated
again strong in modern times, when secular forces are on. We have been content to stay there because we were led
steadily increasing their control of the public square. In such to believe that it is the only place God wants us to operate in.
circumstances believers are easily tempted to abandon their But there are other mountains/spheres of influence. God's
place and calling in society and, as often as not, in the vision is larger than the church. It's time for us to see
ourselves impacting those other areas. God's plan begins
universities as well.
with salvation but it does not end there; salvation is and must
Now is the greatest time for Believers to begin to redefine always be our foundation, it is not the end but the means to
knowledge and breakthroughs in science and technology in an end. Dr Bako will engage us with his session, unleashing
this mountain, and George Irabor will guide us in addressing the People of God for Global Transformation.
the anti-intellectual stance that some Christians adopt,
Media
appealing to Scripture's emphasis on the wisdom of this
world being foolishness in God's sight, and other such
As cold water to a weary soul, so is good news from a far
language in the Bible.
country (Proverbs 25:25).
Science & Technology
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How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him who EVERYWHERE! Media includes books, magazine, television,
brings good news, who proclaims peace, who brings glad audio forms, newspapers, social networking, and any other
tool used to transport a message. The Mountain of Media is
tidings of good things (Isaiah 52:7).
the mouthpiece of other Mountains. As Mark 16:15 states,
Media is the mouthpiece of the Mountains. Whether you and then he told them, “You are to go into all the world and
know it or not, one of the most powerful ways that you can preach the Good News to everyone, we must reclaim the
influence today's culture is through the Mountain of Media. mountain of media to spread the gospel of the Kingdom.
For example, churches around the world that normally meet Media is not just a form of information but a way to influence
on Sunday morning can only reach the audience that's nations! Deji Irawo, media mogul, will take us on creating a
present in the facility. Because of media sources like live Transformation Agenda through Media.
streaming, we are now capable of reaching the World.
Media has a tremendous impact on our daily lives but
honestly when it comes to most forms of media, many
people feel lost. Most people believe media only includes
duplicating tapes, CD's, controlling the sound system or
running a camera. Although media plays a great part in the
church it's not limited to the church. For so long the enemy
has made Christians believe that they can only affect the
Mountain of Media by what they do in the four walls of the
church. Don't allow those stumbling blocks to distort the
power of media. In Matt 16:23 Jesus turned and said to Peter,
“Get behind me, Satan! You are a stumbling block to me; you
do not have in mind the things of God, but the things of men.“
So it's time to get your mindset out of the box of religion and
let your minds soar in the KINGDOM. Media is
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Attend Our Services at Any of the Following Locations
G.R.A
5, Oregbeni Crescent, off Aideyan Street, off Ihama Road, G.R.A.,
Benin City.
Sundays: 7am, 8:45am & 10:30am / Wednesdays: 6:30am & 5pm
Upper Sokponba
265, Presidential Villa Hotel, Before Nomayo Junction, Upper
Sokponba, Road, Benin City. 07040393329
Sundays: 7:20am, 8:40am & 10am / Wednesdays: 4:30pm
Ikpoba Hill
2, Oboh Street, off Benin-Agbor Road, Behind Former Maria Pure
Water. 07025984130
Sundays: 7:30am, 9:15am / Wednesdays: 4:30pm
Siluko
42, Siluko Road, Benin City. 07045052624
Sundays: 7am & 9am / Wednesdays: 5pm
Ugbowo
God's Grace Hostel Chapel, Opp. Uniben Back Gate, FGGC Road,
Ugbowo. 07026256523
Sundays: 8:30am / Wednesdays: 5pm

Abuja
Sharon Ultimate Hotel, Ultimate Hall, 9 Jos Street, off Tafawa
Balewa Way,
Area 3, Garki, Abuja. / Tel: 07025984136
Sundays: 8:30am
Spain
C/ La pena no6 Pabellon 17 Vitoria Gasteiz, Spain
Sundays:~ 11am. +34632483788
Lagos
Marco Polo Hotel & Suites; 4 Yeni Crescent, Chevy View Estate, off
Chevron Roundabout. / Tel: 07045191274
Time: 9am & 10:10am
Port Harcourt
Close A3 Road 1, off Ebony Street, Orazi Area, Port-Harcourt, Rivers
State. / Tel: 09021165132
Sundays: 11am
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